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Abstract: While there are many potential benefits of user-generated content for
serious games, the variability of that content's quality poses a serious problem. In our
game, BOTS, players can create puzzles which are shared with other users.
However, other players often find these puzzles irrelevant, unplayable, too difficult, or
simply boring. This may be because content creators’ objectives when building levels
differ from our own. The ‘Deep Gamification’ framework presented by Boyce et. al
may help us avoid presenting players with low-quality puzzles that result in frustration,
off-task behavior, and ultimately disengagement. To investigate this we have
designed two new level editors for BOTS, following the Deep Gamification framework.
In this paper, we discuss how the design choices made for those editors were
informed by the Deep Gamification framework.

Background
Serious Games and games-based learning systems have many advantages over traditional
assignments. However, building educational games is costly in terms of expert time. In the Intelligent
Tutoring Systems (ITS) literature it is often estimated to take between 100-300 hours of expert time to
develop an hour of educational content (Murray, 1999). This estimate is insufficient for Serious
Games for several reasons, most notably the additional expertise required to design the game and
develop the game’s assets. Additionally, content must be developed to teach users how to play the
game. Many Serious Games projects are made on small budgets by small research teams. Because
of this, those Serious Games are relatively short in scope. If Serious Games were developed with
enough content so that practice was not only possible but encouraged, the motivational advantages of
using games or game-like systems could be amplified.
Our proposed solution to this problem is to integrate content creation (in the form of level design) as a
core part of gameplay. However, our initial efforts to integrate content creation into the game met with
some difficulties. Some students submitted levels in line with the game’s learning targets, while others
developed levels based on entirely different objectives (Hicks, 2014). Some method of ensuring
content quality is required, since providing students with low-quality exercises results in frustration,
off-task behavior, and disengagement. While our initial intervention (requiring students to solve their
own puzzles as a part of the authoring process) was successful at filtering out many of the negative
design patterns we identified, it also somewhat reduced participation by increasing the burden on
content creators, already a minority of the BOTS player base. By working within the Deep
Gamification framework we believe that we will be able to design a system which accomplishes both
goals, functioning as an engaging gameplay element while simultaneously improving the overall
quality of user-authored levels.

Gamifying Content Creation
Gamification (or Gameful Design) is ”the use of Game Design elements in non-Game contexts”
(Deterding, 2011). Though the term originated as a marketing gimmick, many of the motivations
behind gamification align with those for Serious Games. “Traditional” gamification puts the focus on
scoring and achievement systems, mimicking those in multi-player video games and social games.
The assumption is that users are motivated to continue doing the gamified activity to preserve the
relative standing on the scoreboard, or the richness of their collection of badges and achievements
(Liu, 2011).
The issue with using this model in educational games, is that benefits only persist within the gamified
system. Despite often being described as "intrinsic" motivators, these rewards are extrinsic from the
task itself which suggests they may inhibit any intrinsic motivation the user may have had for the task

(Deci, 1999). Additionally, adding rewards may increase participation for those “in the loop”, but it
does not necessarily increase quality (Mekler, 2013). For an image-tagging task, implementing point
rewards increased the number of tags submitted, but had no effect on the quality of tags submitted,
while adding a framing device instead increased the quality.

Deep Gamification
In order to more completely integrate gameplay with the goals of the underlying system, Boyce et. al
developed a framework called “Deep Gamification” for building engaging play experiences into
educational software tools. Many of the practices outlined in Boyce’s work echo earlier work by Scott
Nicholson on Meaningful Gamification (Nicholson, 2012). Where Boyce’s work diverges is in his focus
on building game mechanics into existing educational software. As a result, Deep Gamification
expands upon the notion of mechanical integration expressed by Nicholson, outlining many of the
threats to that integration posed by common gamification practices. This framework was developed
from the results of research on BeadLoom Game, in which players are required to duplicate a given
image by drawing beads using functions on a Cartesian plane.
Deep Gamification was originally developed with non-games-based educational tools in mind, like the
original Virtual Bead Loom tool. However, because the framework was developed in an
image-creations system whose learning objectives corresponded directly to the in-game “moves”
available, we can also apply its principles to content creation. This is particularly true in puzzle games
where players are scored on efficiency or optimality, and where individual “moves” correspond to
learning objectives. BOTS is one such game.

Figure 1: An early level in BOTS, demonstrating how use of loops can simplify repetitive tasks.
As outlined in Boyce’s work, Deep Gamification means:
●

The core play mechanic is precisely the learning objective, or as near an approximation as
possible. In BeadLoom Game, players solve puzzles by using iterative functions. There is no
reward or resource layer between the learning activity and the core play mechanic.

●

To this end, the system must sacrifice ease of use when it conflicts with learning objectives.
Though players of BeadLoom Game often requested to be able to click the canvas to add
beads, this would allow them to circumvent the learning objective of the game, and decouple
the core mechanic from the learning objective.

●

Where they are used, rewards must be tightly integrated with learning outcomes. Any activity
which provides players with a reward must also be a desirable player behavior with respect to
the learning objective. Arbitrarily assigned rewards ensure that players who “game the
system” will be driven off-task. Care should be taken to reward improvement, not simply
reward replay or re-practice (Long, 2014). The best rewards should result from demonstrating
high-level understanding of the learning content.

●

To this end, the system should implement creative constraints that permit sub-optimal
behavior while encouraging optimal behavior. In BeadLoom Game, players scores are based
on their ability to use iterative functions, but levels can be completed even if a player does not
use them, albeit with a low rating. This allows the player to revisit problems later and improve
their performance. Similarly, players are constrained in the number of operations they may
use to create a level. Mastering the more complex iterative functions allows users to create
more complex levels under those same constraints.

●

The system must contain both ludic (structured) and paedic (unstructured) elements. This
helps the system engage different kinds of players, as some players are not engaged or
motivated by the competitive play a reward-based gamification system encourages.

An important principle for Deep Gamification is to combine learning objective with content creation. In
Boyce’s BeadLoom Game, a content creation environment was created to appeal to those who
disliked competitive gameplay. However, despite enjoying content creation as an activity, students
were not often engaging in learning material when creating custom content (Boyce, 2011). In fact,
some users actively avoided learning objectives when creating custom designs, building images
pixel-by-pixel even though they had used the iterative tools previously. To address this, they reworked
their level editor, applying these same principles to the content creation tool as to the original
educational tool. This approach is what we will apply to our game, BOTS.

Overview of BOTS
BOTS (bots.game2learn.com) is a puzzle game designed to teach fundamental ideas of programming
and problem-solving to novice computer users. BOTS was inspired by games like LightBot and
RoboRally, as well as the syntax of Scratch and Snap ( Garfield, 1994; Armor Games, 2010). In
BOTS, players take on the role of programmers writing code to navigate a simple robot around a
grid-based 3D environment. The goal of each puzzle is to press several switches within the
environment, which can be done by placing an object (or the robot itself) on top of them. Within each
puzzle, players’ scores depend on the number of commands used, with lower scores being
preferable. In addition, each puzzle limits the maximum number of commands, as well as the number
of times each command can be used. For example, in the tutorial levels, a user may only use the
”Move Forward” instruction 10 times. Therefore, if a player wants to make the robot walk down a long
hallway, it will be more efficient to use a loop to repeat a single ”Move Forward” instruction, rather
than to simply use several ”Move Forward” instructions one after the other. These constraints, based
on the Deep Gamification framework, are meant to encourage players to optimize their solutions by
practicing loops and functions.

Application of Deep Gamification to BOTS
In the free-form version of the level editor, players are free to drag-and-drop elements into a blank
level which they must solve after they submit it. While players often created content of various
negative patterns, requiring them to also provide a valid solution after submitting was successful at
eliminating many of the negative patterns of content. We theorized that these negative patterns
occurred when users’ objectives during content creation were very different from our own. Where we
are primarily concerned with the complexity and content of the solutions, players often created
structures or patterns that were more visually interesting, but did not afford desirable solutions.

Having previously shown that some levels/problems created by users are of sufficient quality to be
used as practice exercises (Hicks, 2014), our next step is to make further improvements to the
content authoring tools. We decided to add objectives and constraints to the level editor, in order to
help align players’ goals with our own, and thus increase the overall quality of submitted content. To
this end we designed two new versions of the game's level editor, with two different types of
constraints.
Both level editors adhere to the Deep Gamification framework as outlined above, but one draws
additional inspiration from structured problem-posing activities used in mathematics education. We
propose to evaluate level editors with two different forms of constraint added. The Programming
Editor, where the length (in lines of code) of the solution is constrained, similarly to the Point Value
Showcase in BeadLoom Game. Second, the Block-Based Editor, where the construction of the level
itself is constrained by providing authors with a limited selection of ''building blocks'' for which partial
solutions are provided, and requiring users to improved upon the final solution before submitting the
level.
The design of the Programming Editor (shown in Figure 2) is based directly upon the level editor in
BeadLoom Game (Boyce, 2012). While using this editor, players are able to create a level by
programming the path the robot will take. Players are constrained to using a limited number of
instructions. This is analogous to the level creation tools in BeadLoom Game where players created
levels for various "showcases" under similar constraints. This type of constraint has been shown to be
effective for encouraging players to perform more complex operations in order to generate larger
more interesting levels under the constraints. One challenge with this approach is that since simple
solutions are still permitted, and most programs are syntactically correct, users who are experimenting
with the level creation interface with no goal in mind may be able to create levels that they themselves
do not understand.

Figure 2: Screenshot of the Programming Editor in BOTS. Developing complex levels is easier
and less time-consuming than with the previous drag-and-drop editor.

To summarize:
● The core play mechanic is precisely the learning objective, since players use the
programming interface to create levels.
● The system does sacrifice ease of use when it conflicts with learning objectives, since
pointing-and-clicking to create a new puzzle would be simpler but would decouple content
creation and learning objective..
● Rewards are tightly integrated with learning outcomes since the same scoring system used
for gameplay is used for creation, with lower numbers of lines of code representing a better
outcome.
● The system implements creative constraints that permit sub-optimal behavior while
encouraging optimal behavior. Without using loops and functions, only simple layouts are
possible. Using loops permits the construction of complex levels.
Alternatively, the Block-Based Editor constrains level creation by providing known meaningful chunks
to authors in the form of ''building blocks.'' This is inspired by problem-posing activities as presented in
systems like MONSAKUN and AnimalWatch, in which players are asked to build a problem using data
and problem pieces provided by experts (Hirashima, 2007; Birch, 2008). In this version of the level
editor, players will be asked to create a level only using pre-constructed chunks of levels. These
''building blocks'' will be specific structures which correspond to opportunities to use loops, functions,
or variables. Some examples of this are shown in Figure 4.
As players build a level by selecting from these blocks, each block will be appended to the last, with
the new block’s starting position overlaid on the previous block’s ending position. At the same time, a
composite solution made up of the simple solutions for those blocks will be built. Players are
constrained to a limited number of building blocks, which As the final step of submitting a level, the
author must provide a solution, which will be compared against the composite solution for determining
score. This will encourage authors to look for opportunities to optimize while building the level, either
within the building blocks, or by using the same block multiple times.

Figure 3: Screenshot of the “Building Block” interface, with a “palette” of building blocks.
Developing levels which contain opportunities for use of loops and functions is simplified,
since the building blocks are components of such levels.

To summarize:
● The core play mechanic is precisely the learning objective. Since players must optimize the
composite solution to submit their level, they must recognize opportunities for optimization
while building the level. This is a more abstracted version of the learning objective than
above.
● The system does sacrifice ease of use when it conflicts with learning objectives, since players
are constrained to working with pre-determined elements, and cannot create the level exactly
as they would like.
● Rewards are tightly integrated with learning outcomes in the same way as with the
Programming Editor, since the same scoring system used for gameplay is used for creation,
with lower numbers of lines of code representing a better outcome.
● The system implements creative constraints that permit sub-optimal behavior while
encouraging optimal behavior. While the building blocks do contain opportunities for
optimization, the author is not required to submit the most optimal solution. Reducing the size
of the program by a single line is sufficient, but the level will be listed higher if a more optimal
solution exists.

Figure 4: Example building blocks, derived from repeated patterns in previously created levels.
We hypothesize that this will lead to better levels because it explicitly promotes the inclusion of these
patterns, which will lead to opportunities for players to use more complex programming constructs like
loops and functions. We also believe that this will encourage students to think about optimizing the
solution to the level while they are building it. One potential challenge with this approach is that
students may find these constraints too restrictive, which might reduce engagement for
creatively-oriented players.

Conclusion
While initially developed for use in gamifying non-playful educational tools like Intelligent Tutoring
Systems, the framework of Deep Gamification can also be applied to games with elements that in
themselves are not playful, such as puzzle design. We have applied this framework to develop two
additional modes of content creation for our game, BOTS, and in future work we will compare levels
created by players under both approaches to gain additional insight into how integrating these game
mechanics with content creation affects players’ participation in and engagement with the content
creation activity, as well as the quality (in terms of complexity and learning opportunities) of the
content created.
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